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At present, secularism is one of the most prominent issues which draws 

the attention of a very wide circle of the intelligentsia of the country. 

"Of alJ the public debates that engage inteiiectuals in India today", 

T.N. Madan, a sociologist who has intensively pondered on this question 

in the context of the socio-cultural tradition of India, asserts, "the 

most significant ... and also the most contentious, is debate about 

secularism. It concerns not only the kind of polity we want to build but 

also the character of the society we wish to live in .... "1 This concept 

emerged and grew to the extent of signifying a dominant social force 

to reckon with in Europe before its arrival in this country. A brief 

historical background is given below in this contexL 

According to Peter Berger, the seeds of secularization "were sown 

in the Old Testament in the. form of God who stands outside of the 

cosmos, which is his creation, but which he confronts and does not 

permeate .... This opens the way for ... man's self making activity,"2 

which prpvides scope of making history. However, according to J ohn 

Keane, the word "secular" began to be used in English from the 

thirteenth century 'to distinguish clergy living and working in the 

wider medieval world form "religious" clergy who lived in monastic 

seclusion.·~ Later, this sense of the word was strengthened as instit

utions concerned with civil, lay and temporal matters began to be 

distinguished from those which related to religious or spiritual life.4 

From the sixteenth century, John Keane writes, "To 'secularize' ... 

meant to ... convert something of somebody from ecclesiastical to 

civil use or possession , while 'secularization' connoted a process of 

reducing the influence of religion. "5 In the eighteenth century, 

Samuel Johnson's Dictionary d efined secularity as " ... worldiness, 

attention to the things of the present life, and' secularity as to convert 

from spiri tual appropriation to common use ... , and, 'secularization •, 

as the 'act of secularizing'. "6 John Keane contends that the p1·esent 
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secularist belief is virtually a continuation of the above idea which, of 
course, became quite dominant in the nineteenth century.' Religion 
simultaneously began to be viewed as merely a reflection of humanity's 
early history indicating man's powerlessness in the face of nature. As 
science and technology came to tame nature, religion became 
practically obsolete to a great extent.8 Owen Chadwick describes the 
belief widely shared by the Western intellectuals in the second half of 
the nineteenth century that religion (Christianity) has ceased to be 
relevant to socio-political order that had emerged in the Western 
Europe.9 Liberalism and Marxism, though being opposed to each 
other, contributed to the rise of secularism,10 which, then, acquired 
the image of being opposed to religions in general, complementary 
tq democracy, and a pre-requisite for the success ef the projects of 
modernity and development. Political theorists in particular, Charles 
Taylor, for example, asserted its positive association with democracy.11 

This idea came to India in the last century. However, it "gained 
currency", according to Madan, "only since independence",12 when 
policy makers opted for democracy as the most desirable path for the 
people of this nation-state. Here, the religious scenario has been quite 
different from that of the European societies. India has had a multi
religious background with Huinduism of all having the largest base as 
well as the longest history. So, secularism, as it was incorporated in 
our polity, began to be identified by its two constituents, one, religious 
pluralism and the other, pantha or dharma nirpe~atii. In the "Preamble" 
to the constitution, "Secularism is rendered in Hindi as the neutrality 
of the state in relation to different religious com-munities .. . "13 

Religious pluralism requires religious tolerance which, according to 
Ashis Nandy, was much stressed in the course of freedom movement. 14 

However, secularism in India is supposed to be confronting serious 
threat. One of the chief sources of such a threat is thought to be the 
tradition of those forming the overwhelming majority of the population 
known as Hindus. 

As early as 1963, Donald Eugene Smith wrote a book, India as a 
Secular State, that gave hope of being optimistic about the future of 
secularism in India. Simultaneously, it also expressed fear of the forces 
of Hindu communalism as a potential threat to it.15 In 1970s and 1980s, 
quite a number of intellectuals became anxious for secularism due to 
the recurrence of communal conflict, "accelerating pace of retreat 
from reason", and "the decay of rationality.16 The events of Amritsar 
(in 1984) andAyodhya (in 1992) virtually confirmed the crisis oflndian 
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secularism. Consequently, the state came to be perceived as being too 
weak to overcome the challenge of communalism, and counter the 
increasing use of Hindu identity in politics. Hinduism gradually began 

to be viewed by intellectuals as anti-democratic, anti-pluralist and anti

secular.17 T.N. Madan, for example, asserts that" ... the classical Hindu 
religious tradition, enshrined in the ancient texts from the Vedas 
through the smrtis to the Epics, doe.s not recognise a mutually exclusive 
dichotomy of the religious versus the secular, nor the idea of religion 
as a private activity ... if we seek to build an ideology of secularism that 

volarizes human reason and agency, and reject religion ... that is best privatized. 

We shall have to look elsewhere than the mainstream of Hindu religious 
tradition for support"18 (emphasis added). For Madan, the ancient 

classical Hindu religious tradition "enshrined in the ancient texts", is 

the mainstream of Hindu religious tradition and this has no space 

either for the idea of dichotomy of "tl1e religious versus the secular" or 

for that of religion as a "private activity". Under the circumstances, 
one should "look elsewhere", for support to secularism. He thinks of 
Cirvaka School in this context, but ignores it as" .. . it has been treated 
as minor if not aberrant. "19 Even Buddhism and Jainism are not 
considered relevant as they are not materialistic ideologies in spite of 
being considered atheistic.20 Thus, in the context of the ideology of 
secularism that ''volarizes human reason and agency", and can allow 

religion to exist if it is privatized, Hindu and other ancient religious 

traditions are simply held defi~ient in such elements that could allow 
it to flourish here. 

However, r·~ligious pluralism that supports pluralist society which 
Madan considers as an alternative ideology of secularism, is, according 
to him, congruent to some extent with Hindu religious tradition. 21 

Religious pluralism depends upon religious tolerance. Swami Viveka
nanda vigorously asserted it as a chief feature of Hinduism. He 
considered Vedanta most important, "foundation of all religious ideals 
of all times."22 Madan in his analysis of such Vedantic ideas of tolerance 

and harmo ny finds them as being more "inclusive and synthetic than 

pluralist. "2~ Religious pluralism under the circumstances, is "realized 
through and maimed by the all-pervasive region of hierarchy in social 
thought and social practice. "24 The pluralism of the Hindu religious 
tradition is thus viewed as more hierarchical than egalitarian. So, in 
this context as well, Hinduism appears to be deficient and the 
intellectuals concerned with the issue of religion versus secularism in 
India find that there does not exist any other u·adition within the 
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ambit of the vast history of Hinduism that could be of use in resolving 
at least in principle the crisis arising out of the perceived incompati
bility between Hinduism and secularism. The crisis is mainly due to 

the fact that while, on the one hand, secularism is an indispensable 

ingredient of the current project that chiefly guides social engineering 
and development today. Religion, on the other, is a great social
historical motivating force that can neither be ignored nor can it be 
rejected, nor can it be suppressed by political force. Development of 
society is bounded to suffer under the circumstances and the threat 
of under development trends to be alarming. It is, therefore, necessary 
that religion, particularly Hinduism that is identified with the 
overwhelming majority of people, should not stand in the way of 
s~cularization. How is it possible? Should Hinduism be condemned 

and rejected? As said before, it is not at all feasible. Besides, it also not 
desirable. Even in the Western countries where secularism h a lds sway, 
by all means, the existence of religion is considered useful, rather 
necessary for the life of people. 

Michael Mann, a sociologist, writes in this context: "Religion's 
extensive power declined as it lost much of its capacity for social 
organization to secular power sources . . .. This does not render Christianity 
obsolete in general obsolete general: nor does it involve predicting any further 

decline. Christianity has retained a near monopoly over problems of meaning 
that emanate from key human experiences-birth . . . death .. .. •>2s (emphasis 

added). Max Weber had said earlier that such problems of meaning 
arise in the severest and most poignant manner in the lives of 
individuals when religion alone offers an explanation or a mechanism 
for adjustrnent.26 Similarly, Richard Rorty, a philosopher, pleads in 
favour of religion saying that it is "appropriate for what we do with 
aloneness. "2

7 Religion, thus, still serves man where modern civilization 
is most prominent. Therefore, the question of discarding Hindu 
religion is not at all appropriate in the context of its interface with its 
secularism. But, the problem remains: How can one deal with its image 
of being anti-democratic and anti-secular as contended by intellectuals, 
described before? 

In this context, the said contention of intellectuals regarding the 
image and understanding of Hinduism appears to be, rather, 
misplaced. They mostly d epend on the ancient texts, the Vedas, 
Upani~ads, Epics, etc., for understanding the Hindu religious tradition 
even in the context of the crisis referred to before. This is a crisis arising out of 
the perceived incompatibility between secularism and Hinduism. In 
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fact, this crisis of understanding of Hinduism seems to arise mostly 

due to the dependence of intellectuals interested in the study and 

exploration of Hinduism on the scriptures of ancient period when 

Hindus did not identify themselves with the word, H indu. They do 

not identify their dharma as Hindu dharma. Hindus might have had a 

number of crises in the ancient period, no doubt, but it is impossible 
to think of a crisis relating to the Hindu identity in Hinduism in that 
period. Such a crisis of Hinduism emerged first in the middle ages 
after the arrival of Islamic forces which virtually threatened the very 
existence of the Indian sacred traditions. The fact that Hinduism is 

still alive indicates that it must have developed some strategy of 

adjustment with the hostile religious and political forces ingressing in 

India from outside at that time for itc; survival. Attempts must have 

been made for redefining the makers of its identity, its dimensions, 

and the course of the life held desirable from its points of view for 

reinforcing its viability, vigour and capacity to withstand the challenge 
that had become visible. Sorokin says that, " ... in times of crisis one 
should expect an spurge of cognition . .. most of the important general
izations about sociQ-(:ultural processes have indeed appeared ... in 

the periods of crisis . .. .''28 Protestantism also arose when Christianity 

faced an acute crisis in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It 

was not in a position to accommodate the ideologies of "class" and 

"nation" that had been emerging at that time and at the same time 

could not escape the tension between Church and merchants/ 

capitalists.29 The Protestant version of Christianity emerged as a result 
of such crisis which ensured its survival under the growing wings of 
secularism. So, som e e ffort mus t a lso have been made at the 
intellectual level to project an image of Hinduism appropriate enough 
to counter the crisis of Hindu dharma as it had begun to be recognized 
by this identity in the middle ages. 

In this context, it is first necessary to describe the nature of crisis 
as perceived by the followers of the Vedic dharma who had begun to 

identify the mselves as Hindus in the middle ages. It has not been 

possible to take account of all the regions of India in this regard. 

Attention is focused on the eastern region comprising Mithila/ Tirhut, 

Bengal, Assam and Orissa which formed practically a geo-cultural unit 
in the said period. This region had some common intellectual and 
cultural currents. Nyaya and Navya-Nyaya flo urished here.30 Brajaboli 
was a commonly accepted medium of communication of Vai~nava 
songs.~1 Tantric tradition was fairly widespread in the entire zone ·and 
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the cultural similarity of Mi~hila and Bengal was marked by even 
outsiders.s2 Further, Hindu pa1J4its of this zone had maintained a long 
tradition of defending Vedic dharma against the charges of Buddhist 

and Jain logicians for about a thousand years until the end of the 
thirteenth century.!!' The Islamic political dominance developed a 
great deal in his very period. It was again a par.u!it of this geo-cultural 
unit who applied his mind to observe and record the condition of 
people called Hindu by their TurkoJAfghan lords and their men, 
realised the gravity of crisis relating to the socio-religious life that had 
begun to be recognized as Hindu life and dharma, and, then, present
ed a thoughtful understanding of Hinduism as its genuine version for 
its survival in future. This pa1J4itwas Vidyapati Thakur who lived in the 
se!=ond half of the fourteenth century and the first half of the fifteen 
century.34 

Vidyapati is well-known today as a great poet of Mai~hili. He 
belonged to a family which had enjoyed a very high status in the political 
and cultural life of MiJ:hila right from the thirteenth century, when 
his ancestor, Karmaditya, was a minister in the court of the then Karnat 
king. His, son, Devaditya, became minister of peace and war. His son, 
Dhire5wara, was a great scholar. Dhire5wara's eldest brother, Vireswara, 
became minister of peace and war. His son, Chande5wara, also held 

that position and wrote seven digests including RO.janiti Ro.tniikara, a 
very famous text on Hindu polity. Vidyapati was the great grandson of 
Dhireswara and following the tradition of his family became very close 
to the then ruling h o use of Mi~hila while pursuing the pa th of 
scholarship. So, statesmanship was his family heritage which,perhaps, 
made his sch olarly visio n quite broad. He wrote o n varied subjects 
such as politics (da?J.4aniti), dharmasiistra (sacred scriptures) war 
accoun ts, norms of communication, etc.35 Besides. he also wrote songs 
in Mai~ili which influenced the literary tradition not only of Mi~ila 
but of the e ntire eastern region. He proposed a dictum to justify his 
decision of choosing his mothe r tongue, Mai~ili , to be the medium 
of his songs. It is in this context that o ne gets a glimpse of his liberal 

mind and insight. His dictum is desil bayiina sab jan miftb,ii, which means 
that the message communicated in desil bayiina, i.e. local dialect th-at is 
commonly used and shared by all in the community, is received by sab 
jan, i.e., all persons of the community, as belong ing to their own 
intimate world. The dialects of the people; such as, Pali and Prakrit 
has also been used for communicating religious discourses in ancient 
India. Even in the middle ages, there must have been instances of the 
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use of local dialects in other parts of the country. But, to use it with 
the consciousness of its theoretical, socio-linguistic significance in the 
context of mass communication suggests the quality of insight that 
Vidyapati possessed. It also indicates that he had the perspective of 
the totality of his society in his mind. He thought for all and, therefore, 
wrote devotional songs ( bhaktt) in the dialect used by all for reinforcing 
its power to function as an effective string of unity in the society of 
Mi~hila which already had sharp caste divisions. His liberal outlook is 
also indicated by his songs and poetry. He wrote songs of love ofRadha 
and K.r~I.Ia though he was not a Vai~Qava by faith. He did not belong to 
the sect of Saivism, but his Nachari and Mahe.Sviini songs became so 
popular that a famous work of the sixteenth century. Ain-i-Akbari of 
Abl Fazl, also took due note of it.~6 He never became a follower of the 
Natha cult. However, he wrote a book on Gorakhnatha. He was a keen 
observer of his society, culture and people with a strong concern for 
all. 

It becomes evident as one goes through his book Kirtilatii. Some 
eminent indologists have worked on it. V.S Agarwal also edited it and 
published his edition along with its Hindi translation in 1962.37 

According to him, Kirtilatii was written in early fifteenth century and 
it " ... relates the story of prince Kirti Sinha . .. of Mithila ... [who] 
approached Ibrahim Shan ofjaunpur, an emperor ofSharqui dynasty, 
for help in avenging his father's murder .... Vidyapati has decribed 
... the city ofjaunpur, Turkman, soldiers .. . army on the march ... 
[the discription] throws ·much light on the history of that period."~ 
According to Ramanath Jha, Vidyapati lived for sometime at Nemi
sharanya (in wesLern Uttar Pradesh) and was conversant wiLh all the 
important places lying between Nemisharanya and Janakpur (now in 
Nepal tarai) .39 So, the account of J aunpur that is available in Ki1tilatii 

is in all probability based on his personal observation and experience. 
The description of the ci ty of J aun pur begi ns in th e second 

chapter of Kirtilatii. Vidyapati describes, roads, palaces, market places, 
traders, and the crowed of men and women moving on roads, visiting 
shops, etc.40 Then he desoibes the conduct of Turks. Blow is given 
the transliterated Hindi version of the relevant portion of this 
description.41 

kahin par tarah-tarah ke guptiicar the kahin phariyiidi . . . aur kah"in 
guliim . . . kahin turk log hinduon lw genda k i tarah miiralmr dit.r 
bhagii rahe the . . . turli biiz.iir me11t ghumliw· .. . hera namak [salt} 
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kara wasul karatii hai ... hindu aur turk hile-mile basate hain ... eka 
kii dharma anya ke upahiisa kii kiira7J- ban jiitii hai . . . kahin turk 
balapurvaka raste jiite hue . . . ko begiir men pakarh leta hai. briihma7J
ke Larke ko ghar se pakarh le iitii hai . . . 'hindu kahakar' dutakiiratii 
aur nikiil detii hai . . . turkon ko chal iite hue dekhkar aisii pratita hotii 
hai miinon ve hinduon ke samuha ko nigal jiinii chahtii hai 

( ... there were spies of different kinds .. . ; at one place there 
was complaina nt, at another, there was slave ... at one place, 
Turks were beating Hindus and throwing them away as a ball. 
Turks collect hera tax from the market .... Hindu and Turks 
reside side by side. The religion of one becomes the object of 
ridicule for the other. . . . At one place, Turks force those going 
on road to work as their begiirs (drudgery). The· son of a Briihrna7J
is forcibly brought out from his house . . . [Turks] insult one 
calling him Hindu and then forcibly turn him out ... the way 
Turks move indicates that they want to terminate the existence 
of Hindus.42 

It is clear from the above mentioned excerpts of Kirtilatii that 
Vidyapati used the word Hindu for those who were followers of Vedic 
path, that is, those who belonged to his own dharma. He has also 
described how this word was used by the Turks. He is probably one of 
the earliest Hindu scholars (pa7J-4its) to have used this identity for those 
who were called Hindus only by outsiders before. It seems that by his 
time, Hindus had assumed this identity and had begun to recognize 
its relevance in the context of their relationship with the Turks (the 
followers oflslam). Vidyapati 's description further throws light on the 
status of the image of Hindu identity in the eyes of Turks. It is evident 
from the account of Jaunpur, given before, that the word Hindu was 
used by the Turks as a word of abuse. V.S. Agarwal supports this observ
ation of Vidyapati by drawing evidence from other sources and says 
that during the early days following the arrival of Islamic forces in 
India, the word Hindu was used by them for abusing and insulting 
Hindus as this word used by them for abusing and insulting Hindus as 
this word meant servant, slave, black, etc.43 Vidyapati has, thus narrated 
the way Hindu as well as the symbols of their dharma were abused and 
subjected to vielance. He found · the dignity of Hindu dharam consider
ably undermined. 

ln the first chapte r of K.irlilalii, he raises a question:44 
" ••• ki 

sansiirahi siir . .. ? (what is the essence or essential condition of social 
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existence of human being?) and, then, says: .. . jivan man sain" (to live 
with dignity). For him, the essential condition of the life of a human 
being as a human being is to live with dignity(mana). So, threat to it 
gives rise to the feeling of crisis. Vidyapati, as said before, marked a 
serious threat to the dignity of Hindus and Hindu dharma in the 
context of their relationships ·with the Turks. His perception of such 
relationships might have alerted his mind to the crisis of existence of 
Hindu dharma. 

Vidyapati, however, is not alone to consider dignity as the most 
essential condition of the recognition of man as man. In the Western 
philosop,hical tradition, Hegel considered the "desire to be recognized 
as human being with dignity as a driving force in history . . . . What 
truly satisfies human beings is not so much material prosperity as 
recognition of their status and dignity. "45 The issue of dignity, however, 
has remained dominant in the India's world-view. For example, M.N. 
Srinivas found mana (self-respect or dignity) as a " .. . basic value . . . 
every one was sensitive about his self-respect including those who were 
desperately poor. "46 F.G. Bailey observed the people of Bisipara (in 
Orissa) engaged in a quarrel "less about acquiring control over material 
resources than about human dignity . . .. "47 At Ekwari (in Bihar), the 
activities of naxalites against upper caste land-owners were perceived 
by the supporters of the former as struggle for izzat (dignity) .48 In the 
context of the traditional mod~ of justice that prevailed in the villages 
of India before Western legal system was introduced, Rudolph and 
Rudolph contend that village tribunals worked in a way to compromise 
differences so that parties to a case could go home "with their dignity 
intac t."49 

Considering such a historically and spatially wide-spread appeal 
of this value, it seems that dignity or self-respect has remained very 
much institutionalized in the culture of this country. Vidyapati, while 
considering it as an essential condition of man's social existence, was, 
perhaps, driven by the field-view in this context; that is, he stated 
what he observed to be commanding a strong appeal to the minds of 
people . Under the circumstances, any violation of this value by 
coercive physical forces of those belonging to a different religion that 
had not been born on the soil of India must have compelled the mind 
of a scholar-statesman like Vidyapati to be sensitive to the crisis of 
survival of Hinduism. 

Besides the crisis existing in this context, there was also another 
kind of crisis due to the activities o f a multitude of religio us sects, 
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each claiming to be most genuine and authentic. Vidyapati observed 
this situation quite closely and has described it in his book Puru~a 
Parika$ii. Grierson translated this book into English and it (The Test of 
a Man) was published by The Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1935.50 

The relevant portion of this book is cited here from The Test of a Man. 

There be several kinds of heretics ... such as Buddhists, materialsists (Carvaka, etc.) and 
the like, and many sectarian teachers-Logicians, Philosophers, Ritualists (Mimamsikas, 
Kumarila Bhana, Prabhakara, et al.), and others-who preach varying creeds with 
mutually opposing dogmas, and who are skilful each in finding arguments on his side . . 
. there be many eloquent teachers, each affirming the truth of his own creed, and owing 
to the opposition of their dogmas there ariseth confusion as to righteousness (dhanna) . 
. . . Heretics are ever intent upon refuting the arguments of other teachers, while each 
insisteth of the truth of his own belief. Enemies are they of the Vedas, while men versed 
i!1 the Vedas are enemies of their beliefs. Thus as they mutually argue, in the uproar of 
the words of war (vagyuddha kolahale), the intellects even of the clear headed go astray . 
. . among sectarian teachers (tiJ1hikas) also there are many diversities of belief. Some 
prefer to worship Siva, others Vi~ryu .... "5I 

Vidyapati, as his above mentioned description indicates, found 
the religious space of his society quite agitated by the pressure of a 
number of religious ideas and forces, all competing with <me another 
and simultaneously creating a crisis for common men for whom it was 
practically impossible to decide which one was most desirable of all. 52 

thus the socio-religious life of the people in the fifteenth century was 
afflicted with crisis at two levels. At one level, there was crisis of social 
existence of Hinduism due to its status and dignity being undermined 
by the Turks. At the other level, the authenticity and genuiness of 
Vedic tradition was at stake due to the challenges of a number of sects 
and religions all of which were integral parts of Indian tradition. 
Vidyapati was, perhaps, very sensitive to the crisis from within and also 
to that from outside. He not only recorded his reflections but 
presented his thought having enough poten tiality to tackle the said 
crisis (at least in principle) in such a way that life in society could be 
live d with dignity by all. 

Then, he proceeds to describe what is dharma and who is dhCmnika 
(righteous). He presented his understanding of dharma as one of the 
puru~iirthas to be attained by man in his famous treatise on da?J4aniti, 
Pu~a Pan~ii. He says in this context the following:55 " . .. dhiituh 
prapaiica yiitrii jatofi tatkulkramagatameva pathaniimanusiira. sa eva . . . 
dharmal]-''. 54 Grierson has translated this proposition into English in 
the following words. "Follow thou only the path that hath come down 
in the tradition of the tribe in which by the decree of the Almighty 
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thou hast been born. That alone is righteousness". Thus, dharma of 
one is to observe his/ he r kuliiciim, that is, r ites, rituals, practices, etc., 

traditionally followed in his/ her family/lineage. Grierson has used 

the word "tribe" for kula mentioned by Vidyapati. But, the appropriate 
term of kula is family or lineage. This understanding of dharma 

obviously has no room for the c9nflict of different religious ideas. 
Following one's kuliiciira implies performance of rituals and practices 
within the domain of his/ her family. Dharma was, thus, confined to 
the priva te realm of family. It was thought to be matter of personal 
faith in the religious practices pursued traditionally in one's f<lmily. 

Vidyapati, then, describes thl'! righteous. In this context he also 
discusses who is unrighteous. The unrighteous, according to him, are55 

. . . hypocrites ... they come under the category of swindlers . . . ". 

Vidyapati has used the words dambhika and vancakagana/ 6 which have 
been translated by Grierson into English as "hypocrites" and "swindlers", 
respectively. It is quite important to note that Vidyapati did not mention 
one as being unrighteous on the basis of his following a non-Hindu 
dharma. For him, rather, all those who fo llowed the ir respective kuliiciirs 
were righteous. However, he categorised them into three g roups57: 

first, the genuinely righteous (tiittvika); second, tiimas, those affected 
by tiimas (the cause of illusion ); and, third, aniisavi, those being 
unrighteous in the beginning but become righteous as they realize 
the correct path. Of these, the .first category has been supposed to be 
the most desirable one, because , according to Vidyapati, the 
characteristic of this is to live one's life without ever indulging in 
parahirhsii, and without ever having any d esire of paradravya and 
parastri.'8 According to Monier-Williams5~. hi1hsii implies mental hi1hsii 
as bearing mali ce, verba l hi1hsii. as using abusive language against 
someone, and physical hi1hsa, causing physical injury to some living 
creature. So, remaining far from parahi?hsii, parastri and paradmvya 

in one's life has been thought to be the most desirable religious 
conduct. These are, in fact, moral precepts of universal value, which, 
according to G.C. Pande, are known as siidhiira?J.adharma in Indian 
tradition since ancient days. 60 The word siidhiira?J.a, according to 
Monier-Williams.61 signifies what is universal or common. So, siidhiira~w
dhanna is supposed to relate to life and activities one behaves with 
others. In the sphere of his interactions and relationships with others, 
sii.dhii.ra7J.adhanna directs him n ot to com miL hi1hsii (vio lence), and 
not to have desire of parastri and paradravya. The word para stands 
for "another", "different from one's self. .. ,;~ This dharma is concerned 
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with those activities which involve an individual's interactions with para, 
i.e. others. Such interactions belong to the sphe re of common life, 
beyond the domain of his private or family sphere. 

There is anothe r important point to note in this regard. There is 
no religious element in the contents of sadhiirar_tadharma; no worship, 
no prayer, no chanting of mantras, no religious rite, fasting, ritual, etc. it 
is simply a set of moral and humanistic precepts, which, if followed 
sincerely, have the potentiality of preparing and nurturing a tolerant 
situation in which no body can be subjected to violence, non woman 
can be sexually exploited and no one can be economically oppressed. 
The dignity of each and everyone can be supposed to remain in tact 
in such a situation. The contents of siidhiirar_tadharma, thus, broadly 
relate to secular aspects of life though they are recognized in Indian 
tradition as dharma. Such a recognition, in fact, sanctifies them and, 
thus, accords legitimacy to them. Siidhiirar_tadharma, perhaps, due to 
being h eld as legitimate, has existed not only in scriptures and books 
of Hinduism, but in the minds of people at large. K.S. Ma thur, an 
anthropologist, in the course of cond ucting his research in the villages 
of Madhya Pradesh in late 1950s, prepared a list of the principles of 
dharma as recognized and believed by his rura l respondents. The 
villagers held siidhiirar_ta-dharma as "general rules of dharma meant 
to be observed by all", commanding highest importance and only then, 
they considered the position of jiiti/varr_ta dharma.6s 

This field view indicates the existence of the idea of siidhiirar.ta
dharma as a constituent of people's world-view. Tole rance has, there
fore, remained a visible characteristic of Hindu relig ious tradition. 
Ashis Nandy's contention that traditional o r pre-modern India had 
enough capacity of tolerance does n ot, therefore, seem to be far from 
truth.&< Further, in this context, it may be noted that siidhiirar.tadharm.a 
that promotes and p e rpetuates to leran ce has n o space fo r th e 
imagination of Hindu rii$tra or nation. It precepts are universalist in 
nature and cannot be pressed to remain captive within an y imagined 
boundary of nationality. Hindu relig ious tradi tion , h owever, can be 
forced to accommodate the ideology of Hindu n ationalism only by 
undermining its most vital elements that is sadhiirar_tadharma. Vidyapati 
considered it very important and virtually ignored jiiti/varr_ta dharma 
in thecontext of identifying themain constituents of dharma. For him, 
as mentioned before, dharma included only kuliiciira and siidhiirar.ta
dharma. 

He ignored van:tiiSramadharma, perhaps, because this dharma had 
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lost much of its relevance by the fifteenth century. In the fourteenth 
century, the age long association of jiiti/varr}a and kingship had 
been d e molished by Chandeshwara. K.P. Jayaswa l, who edited 

Chandeshwara's digest on polity, Riijan'iti Ratniikara, says in his 

"introduction" that ''The Delhi emperors had been on the throne, 
even over Hindu Kings ... there was no hope of a Hindu restoration . 
Theories must change with facts, and Chandeshwara, an old statesman 
realized that the Aitareya and Satpatha Briihma7J.as had ceased to rule. 
H e laid down the definition- one protects is the king ... "65 Earlier, 
aking had to be a /~atriya. But, following the dictum of Chandeswara, 
political domain was made free from caste/varrJ-a consideration. The 
contention of Nicholas B. Dirks66 is, this, supported by Chandeshwara's 
verdict which, however, stand questioning the validity of Dumont's 
view.67 

Further, so many sects had emerged by_ the fifteenth century, a 
brief d escription of which had already been given before. These sects 
must have absorbed quite a sizeable population of different caste 
groups. For s~ch people, their jati/vacya dharma must have become 
irre levant. Besides, Vidyapati, perhaps, did not notice any positive factor 
of jiiti order tint he context of dharma. While dewcribing the most 
desirable category of the righteous in his book, Pu~aParil~ii, he cites 
the example of kiiyas!ha, not that of a lniihmar:ta, nor that of a ~atriya. 
H e found brahmar:t and k~atriya both inferior to kayastha, in righteous
ness.68 He might have further considered that those aspects of jiiti/ 
van_za dharma which were folowed at the level of kula or family had 
been accommodated in kuliiciira and the rest, which related to the 
sphere beyond kulacara had practica lly become insignificant. T hus, 
he virtua lly igno red vanJ.asmm a dharma while advancing his unde r
standing of Hinduism. It is quite significant to not that by doing so, he 
reduced the scope of hierarchica l to le r a n ce of Hinduism a nd 
streng the ned its egalitarian dimension. 

Now, one can assess the relevance of the said fifteenth century 
version of Hinduism to the conditions of secularism. In 1938, J ohn 

Keane endorsed the proposal of Richard Rorty regarding the re la tion
ship of a secular, democratic state with religiou,69 Rorty suggests that'0 

"modern democracises ... should privatize religion without trivializing 
it ... citizens living toge ther in an open society are certainly e ntitled 
to freedom of religio us worship. But the proble m is tht religion usually 
fun ctions, especially o utside the religious community ... as a convers
ation stopper. Communication a mo ng thccitizens is threalCn cd by the 
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silence, antagonism ... threats of violence. A democratic polity has no 
choice but to enforce a pact: religious believers must be gauranteed 
their freedom to their god in private, in exchange for non-believers' 
entitlement to live without religious bigotry .. . within the public 
domains of civil society and the state." In this context, one may raise a 
question-is there any contradiction between the understanding of 
Hinduism as posited by Vidyapati and the "pact" proposed by Rorty? 
As discussed before , according to Vidyapati, one's dharma is to follow 
his kuliiciira. So, his religious activities are his private family affair. The 
other obligation regarding his dharma, is to follow siidhiira'T}-adharma 
in the course of pursuing his life in civil society. The contin-gen cy of 
functioning of religion as a coversation stopper may not be supposed 
to arise if the religion itself enjoins tolerance on its followers in the 
context of their interactions and relationships with · others-followers 
of other religions and non-believers. Siidhiirar:ta-dharma, as d iscussed 
before, precisely does so. Vidyapati's version of Hinduism is a part of 
Indian tradition, and further, it qualifies to be such a part that 
apparently appears to be conducive to the secular pursuit of our polity. 
However, it is desirable that other versions of Hinduism advanced in 
the middle ages in other parts of the country should also be searched 
out and, then, all of them should be analysed for gaining a vision of 
Hinduism appropriate to the ideals of our democracy. 
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